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prior to sleep. The factors which affect the dream process change
with age and with the shifting pattern of motivation and the
organization of the psyche. The dream may be regarded as a
tension system vvhich originates either on the basis of an experience
or an internal need and which takes from the psychic content a
form which may or may not have a connection with underlying
tension system.34
OTHER    SPECIFIC    ABILITIES
The specific abilities children develop during the years
three to six vary greatly. Most five-year-old children can tell
their names, their ages, their addresses, and their fathers'
names. Some can count to ten. Some recite pieces. Some
have been taught to sing little songs.
Identification of Colors. — Children as young as three
years can be taught to give the names of colors. They
usually acquire this ability incidentally by five years of age.
By six years they have achieved almost perfect accuracy in
matching colors of various hues and intensity. Of the three
primary colors yellow is liked by infants but loses its initial
popularity as the children grow older. Red is the favorite
color and blue is increasingly preferred by the older chil-
dren. A few children, as early as the fourth year, show sensi-
tivity to color harmony. At all ages girls show a higher
sensitivity to color than boys. Great variability from these
central tendencies is found among children of nursery school
age.
Musical Ability. — Differences in musical ability likewise
are marked in preschool children. In a group of sixteen
children between three and a half and four and a half years,
some of them failed completely in learning to reproduce a
simple melody on a common tin fife, while others made an
almost perfect performance. It was very hard to interest
the least capable ones.35
Number Concepts. — Useful ideas of number may be ac-
quired in this period. It is easier for a child to bring five
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